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ABSTRACT 
The square roots of a complex n X n matrix A for which the real part of e’XA, 
where x E [ - n/2, r/2], is positive definite are investigated. It is shown, for example, 
that when x = - T/Z (i.e., A is strictly dissipative), A has a unique square root whose 
real and imaginary parts are both positive definite. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Let A be a complex n X n matrix. It is universally known that if A is a 
positive definite matrix (i.e., A = A *, the conjugate transpose of A, and the 
eigenvalues of A are all positive), then A possesses a unique positive definite 
square root. Less well known (as the authors have ascertained) is that if 
(A + A*)/2, the real part of A, is positive definite, then A has a unique 
square root whose real part is positive definite. This result has been proved 
by Kato [4] in the more general setting of an infinite dimensional space using 
operator theory techniques.’ 
In this note we give a different proof of Kato’s result in its finite 
dimsional setting. In fact, we shall consider the square roots of complex 
matrices A for which the real part of edXA, 1x1 <n/2, is positive definite. 
Such matrices were called by Kato strictly quusiuccretive. Some of our main 
conclusions are summarized in the Theorem below. beforehand, it will be 
‘As the referee pointed out to the authors, by careful consideration this result could also be 
deduced from an earlier paper of Kato [5]. 
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convenient to introduce the notation and terminology which we shall use 
here. 
The n-dimensional complex space and the set of all n Xn complex 
matrices will be denoted by C” and C”*“, respectively. For A EC”*“, the 
imaginary part of A, (A - A*)/(2 ‘) 2 , and the real part of A will be denoted by 
Im(A) and Re(A), respectively. If A E C”*” is positive definite (negative 
definite) we shall write A >0 (A < 0), while if (A EC”,” and) for some 
]x]<7r/2, Re(eiXA)>O, we shall say that A EM(x). Next, for A EC”*“, I(A) 
will denote the set { x*Ax : O#x E C” }, the so-called angular field of values 
of A. Finally, the set of all matrices in C”,” which have no nonpositive real 
eigenvalues will be denoted by A. 
THEOREM. Let A E Cn9”, and suppose that 
l?(A) n (- co,O] = 0. (1) 
Then there exists a unique matrix B with Re(B) >0 such that 
B2 = A. 
In particular, if Im(A)>O-i.e., A is strictly dissipative (e.g., Fan [2])- 
then Im(B) > 0, while if Im(A) < 0, then Im(B) < 0. 
In view of earlier comments it should thus be noted that if A E C”,” and 
Re(A) > 0 so that (1) holds, then A has a (unique) square root with a positive 
definite real part. We further remark that recently Ortega and Plemmons [6] 
have demonstrated the importance of matrices with a positive definite real 
part to the study of some extensions of the S.O.R. theory, whereas strictly 
dissipative matrices have been studied by Fan in [2] and [3], and they also 
occur in the study of analytical theory of abelian varieties (see Siegel [7]). 
2. AUXILLIARY RESULTS AND PROOFS 
Let ]B] <n/2, and suppose that A EM(~). Then (clearly) A E A, so that, 
as shown in DePrima and Johnson [l], a square root B for A can be 
constructed via the principal value of the function z?/’ which is holomorphic 
in the cut complex plane (e.g., Tall [S]). Moreover, if this square-root B is in 
M(X) and B E M(X) is any other square root of A, then since B commutes 
(with A and therefore also) with B and det(B + 8) #O, it follows that B = Z?. 
To prove the Theorem (stated in the preceding section), we shall estab- 
lish a lemma and a subsequent corollary. In the proof of the lemma, tacit use 
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will be made of the fact that in the set of all hermitian matrices (which is a 
vector space over the real numbers), the collection of all positive definite 
matrices is an open set whose boundary consists entirely of singular (and 
positive semidefinite) matrices. 
LEMMA. Let 0 be a value in [ - ~/2,~/2]. Zf there exists a matrix 
@ E C”~” with & in M(8) and with &?I2 in M(O), then each A E M(B) hm a 
unique square root in M(0). 
Proof. Let A E M(8), and for t E [0, l] let 
A,-tA+(l-t)@. 
Then A, E M(B) for all t E [0, 11, since M(8) is convex; and so T(A,) and 
(therefore) the spectrum of A, both lie in the open half plane Re(e’%) > 0. 
This shows that A, E A. By previous remarks, it follows that Z?,EA:/~ exists 
for all t E[O, 11. Now Z&E M(O), and so if B, =A’124 M(O), then for some 
7 E(O,l], Re(B,) is singular. Let Ofx E C” be an eigenvector of Re(B,) 
corresponding to 0. Thus 
B,x = - B,*r, (1) 
and so premultiplying both sides of (1) by x*BT=y*, one obtains that 
x*A,x = -x* B,B,*x = - y* y. 
Since A, E M(B), it follows that 
- y*ycose = Re{e’(- y*y)} > 0, 
and so, necessarily, cos8 < 0, which is not possible, as (0 ( <r/2. Hence 
A ‘I2 E M(O), and the proof is complete. n 
COROLLARY. Suppose that A E C”~” is in M(B)fm some Iel <a/2. Then 
for all cp satisfying )B -2~1 <r/2, A has a unique square root in M(v). 
Proof. First let x be a value in [ - 57/2,7r/2] and set Zx ze-‘XI, in which 
case Ix E M(X). Using the principal value of the function z112 to construct a 
square root for Zx, we obtain (Zx)‘/2 = e -ix/2Z E M(0). Thus, by the above 
Lemma, if A” E M(X), then A” has a unique square root in M(0). 
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Next suppose that l8-2cpl<77/2 and let Cse-2@A. Since AEM( 
C E M(0 - 2q), so that by appropriate construction C has a square root 
which, by the above observation, is in M(0). But then Ali2 E M(q), and the 
proof is complete. H 
REMARK. Note that if A E M(8) for some 1 B ( < 7r/2, it is consistent with 
the method of constructing square roots used in this note to choose Ail2 E 
M(0) in (2). 
Familiarity with the geometrical properties of the angular field of values 
of a matrix leads to the conclusion that for A E P”, (1) holds if and only if 
A E M(8) for some 10 I < 7r/2. Thus by setting ‘p = 0 in the above corollary the 
claim made in the first part of the Theorem (see preceding section) is valid. 
Suppose now that A E M( - 7r/2). Then Im(A) =Re(e-“12A) > 0. Choos- 
ing e=(p= -a/2, we obtain, by the above Corollary and the succeeding 
remark, that A has a unique square root B with a positive definite real part 
which is in M( - 7r/2), that is, Im(B) >O. But if A E M(77/2), so that 
- Im(A) = Re( e ‘“‘“A) >0, then letting 8 = cp = 7r/2, we see that A has a 
unique square root B E M(0) n M(77/2), i.e., Re(B) > 0 and Im(B) < 0. These 
observations complete the proof of the Theorem. 
The Corollary suggests that we plot the values of ‘p = cp(e), le 1 <n/2, for 
which A E M(0) implies the existence of a unique square root Ali2 E M(q). 
There results the parallelogram shown in Fig. 1. The line segment perpendic- 
ular to the O-axis at, say, 8 = 6, corresponds to the values of ‘p = (p(&,) for 
which (A EM (0,)) implies A 1/2EM(~). The points A, B, C, D, and E 
correspond to the various cases of particular interest discussed here. 
We conclude this note by pointing out that the conditions of the 
Theorem are strictly of a sufficient nature. As an illustration consider the 
matrix 
For xr= (0.5 0.5), r =Ax = - 1, yet A has a square root 
B=(; -+4(O). 
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FIG. 1. 
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